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31. Higher Education in HK
• Student Enrollment
• Academic and Research Staff
• Research Output
• Research Funding and Expenditure
• Library Collection and Expenditure
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4Student Enrollment 
and Graduates
Student 
enrollment (fte)
2005/06
Graduates
(headcount)
2005/06
Average Student 
Unit Cost for        
2004/05
Sub-degree 9,070 6,182 $122,000
Undergraduate 50,009 16,050 $205,000
Taught  PG 3,428 3,067 $201,000
Research PG 5,208 1,923 $413,000
Total 67,715 27,222 $205,000
Source: UGC Website <http://www.ugc.edu.hk/eng/ugc/stat/stat.htm>
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5Academic & 
Research Staff
• Total Staff (2005/06):  6,729 (fte)
– Academic Staff:  5,504 (fte)
– Research Staff:  1,225 (fte)
– # of Leaving Academic Staff:  183 (fte) (2004/05, 4.5%) 
• Research Output (2004/05):  22,938
– Academic Research (Refereed):  16,555
– Academic Research (Not Refereed):  2,912
– Contract Research:  465
– Other Outputs:  3,006
• Average Research Output per Staff:  3.4 / year
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6Research Output Category
22,938 (2004/05)
7,951, 35%
7,429, 32%
4,587, 20%
1,820, 8%
933, 4%
218, 1%
Conference Papers
Journal Publications
Other Output
Scholarly Books, Monographs and Chapters
Creative and Literary Works, Consulting Reports and Case Studies
Patents, Agreements, Assignments and Companies
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7Research Expenditure
• Expenditure of UGC-funded Institutions 
(2004/05) - $17,614m
• Departmental Expenditure on Research:  $4,707m
• % spent on Research:  27%
• % of UGC Research Expenditure to GDP:  0.35%
• $ per Research Output (22,938): $205,205
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8Expenditure on  
Research Output
• Academic
– 22,938 Research Output in 2004/05
– Department Expenditure per Research Output is 
$205,205 (est.) (faculty’s salary not included)
• Student
– 1,923 Research PG graduated in 2005/06
– HK Government spent $413,000 per student per year 
– $1.239m (est.) per PG thesis (if 3 years only)
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9Library Collections & 
Expenditures 
As of 2005/06
All JULAC 
Libraries
All JULAC
Libraries
Vol. in libraries 9,266,441 Film & videos 295,582
Total current serials 47,577 Total circulation 
transactions
6,350,011
E-databases 2,891 Expenditures on total 
library materials
$308 m
E-journals 204,659 Professional staff 161
E-books 1,548,232 Service hours 91 average per week
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2. Institutional 
Repositories in HK
• 5 Universities have IR on DSpace
– Chinese University
– City University of Hong Kong
– Hong Kong Institute of Education
– Hong Kong University of Science & Technology
– University of HK
• 3 Universities have other digital initiatives
– Baptist University
– Lingnan University
– Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
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• Collect, showcase, preserve and disseminate the 
intellectual output of an institution in digital format for 
perpetual access.
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What is an IR? 
– 5 Universities
Faculty’s Research Output
Research output of faculty, 
researchers & PGs
HKUST and HKU
Full-text and Open Access
Faculty’s Publication Index
Index to the publications of 
faculty and researchers
CU
Students’ Research Output
Theses and papers of 
students
CityU and HKU
Institution’s Publication 
Archive
An archive of publications 
published by the institution
HKIEd
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Digital Initiatives – 3 Universities
Faculty’s Research Output
Lingnan
- LN Publications
Faculty’s Publication Index
HKBU 
- Staff Pub Catalogue
- Faculty & Staff papers
Students’ Research Output
HKBU 
- Theses & Dissertations
- Honours Projects
PolyU
- Electronic Theses
Lingnan
- Theses, Dissertations
- Student Projects
Institution’s Publication 
Archive
Lingnan
- LN Publications
- Lectures & Seminars
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HKU Scholars Hub
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HKU Scholars Hub
(17,846 as of March 30, 2007)
15,166, 84%
1,626, 9%
276, 2%
268, 2%
510, 3%
Postgraduate Theses Articles
Images Undergraduate Theses
Others
Source: HKU Library
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HKU Scholars Hub
Content Size % # of 
Dept
% FT % OA
PG Theses 15,166 85% 66 80% 100%
Journal Articles 1,626 9% 72 100% 100%
Images 276 1.5% 2 100% 100%
UG Theses 268 1.5% 1 100% 100%
Video 173 <1% 33 100% 20%
Books 154 <1% 3 100% 1.3%
Student Reports 151 <1% 1 100% 100%
Postprints 14 <1% 4 100% 100%
Preprints 1 <1% 1 100% 100%
Presentations 8 <1% 1 100% 100%
Journals 9 <1% 2 100% 100%
Total 17,846 100% 72 85% 99.8% Source: HKU Library
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CUHK SIR
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CUHK SIR
(62,013 as of March 30, 2007)
1,829, 3%
723, 1%
1,748, 3%
2,156, 3%
3,990, 6%
5,901, 10%
17,953, 29%
27,713, 45%
Article Conference paper Other Book chapter
Book Thesis Presentation Others
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CUHK SIR (Beta)
Content Size % Content Size %
Journal 
Articles
27,713 45% Patents 138 <1%
Books 2,156 3% Plays, poems 298 <1%
Book 
Chapters
3,990 6% Presentations 723 1%
Book 
Reviews
324 <1% Research 
Reports
328 <1%
Case 
Studies
24 <1% Software 92 <1%
Conference 
Papers
17,953       29% Theses 1,748 3%
Design 12 <1%  Translations 300 <1% 
Images 57 <1% Videos 58 <1%
Musical 
Scores
43 <1% Working 
papers
155 <1%
Others 5,901 10% Total 62,013 100% Source: CUHK Library
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Not OA
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CityU 
Institutional Repository
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CityU Institutional 
Repository
(1,401 as of May 2007)
686, 49%
11, 1%
486, 35%
49, 3%
169, 12%
Final Year Projects Outstanding Papers External Awards
PG Theses Library Presentations
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CityU IR
Source: CityU Library
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Content Size % # of 
Depts
% FT % OA
Outstanding 
Papers
By Students
49 3.5% 8 100% 50%
Final Year 
Student
Projects
486 35% 25 100% 3%
External 
Awards
169 12% 25 50% 30%
PG Theses 686 49% 22 100% 100%
Library 
Presentations 
& Papers
11 0.7% 1 100% 100%
Total 1401 100% 25 94% 56%
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HKIEd Digital Repository – 
Institute Archives
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HKIEd Institute Archive
(1,016 as of March 30, 2007)
290, 28%
273, 27%
272, 27%
70, 7%
68, 7% 43, 4%
Programme prospectuses & handbooks of the Institute
Official publications of the Institute
Staff publications
Curriculum materials prepared by staff
Internal documents for staff and students
Student publications
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HKIEd Institute Archive
Content Size %  % FT % OA 
Program 
Prospectuses
290 28%
100%
100%
Institute 
Publications
273 27% 100%
Staff 
Publications
272 27% <1%
Student 
Publications
43 4% <1%
Curriculum 
Materials
70 7% <1%
Internal 
Documents
68 7% <1%
Total 1,016 100% 55% Source: HKIEd Library
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HKUST IR
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HKUST IR (2,589 as of March 30, 
2007)
606, 23%
663, 27%
589, 23%
300, 12%
138, 5%
73, 3%
64, 2%
60, 2%
50, 2%
38, 1%
8, 0.3%
Conference  papers Theses
Journal/magazine articles Working papers
Technical reports Presentations
Research reports Patents
Preprints Book Chapters
Others
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HKUST IR
Content Size % # of Depts % FT % OA
Conference 
Papers
663 26% 33
100% 100%
Doctoral Theses 606 23% 22
Patents 60 2% 11
Journal Articles 589 23% 29 
Working Papers 300 12% 12
Preprints 50 2% 7 
Technical 
Reports
138 5% 8
Presentations 73 3% 6
Research 
Reports
64 2% 4
Book Chapters 38 1% 4
Others 8 <1% 4
Total 2,589 100% 42 Source: HKUST Library
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Put in your UST account 
name and password
Submission Form
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Fill in the form, click the 
“Submit” button at the 
bottom of the page
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Acknowledgement 
of Copyright
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WebBridge Link
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OpenURL Resolver
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Link to the Publisher’s 
Version of a Paper
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Search Full Text 
via Scirus
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Access Statistics
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3. A Macro View
• Contributing Institutions
• Analysis of Content Categories
• Comparison with UGC Research Output
– Journal articles
– Conference papers
– PG theses and dissertations
• Cross institutional harvesting and searching
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Contributing Institutions
Size % FT % FT OA %OA
HKU 17,846 21% 14,813 83% 17,556 98%
CU 62,013 74% 2,771* 0.04% 0 0%
CityU 1,401 1.6% 1,316 94% 786 56%
HKUST 2,589 3% 2,589 100% 2,589 100%
HKIEd 1,016   1% 1,016 100% 563 55%
Total 84,865 100% 21,818 26% 20,765 25%
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Analysis of Content Categories (84,865)
Category Content Size % %
Scholarly
Work
Books, Book Chapters 6,338 7.5%
69%
Journal Articles 30,002 35.6%
Conference Papers 18,616 22.1%
Reports, Case Studies, 
Working Papers
1,281 1.5%
Patents 198 0.2%
Faculties’ Theses 1,748 2.1%
Student 
Work
PG Theses 16,458 19.0% 20%
UG Theses, Reports, Papers 997 1.2%
Multimedia Images, Video, Musical 
scores, Software, 
Presentations, Design
1,526 1.8% 2%
Institution’s
Publications
Prospectuses, Internal 
documents
701 0.8% 1%
Unclassified Others, Awards, Book 
Reviews, Plays, Translations
7,000 8.3% 8%
40
Comparison with UGC 
Research Output
Category Content Size of 
5 IRs
Compare
To UGC
Research 
Output 
2004/05
Scholarly
Works
Books, Book 
Chapters
6,338 1,820
Journal Articles 30,002 7,429
Conference Papers 18,616 7,951
Reports, Case 
Studies, Working 
Papers
1,281 933
Patents 198 218
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Journal Articles
• Around 30,002 Journal Articles (35.6%)
– 15,610 FT, 52%
– 2,215 OA, 7% 
– Compared to 7,429 journal articles published by UGC 
faculty members in 2004/05
– Compared to 74,290 (estimated) journal articles 
published by UGC faculty in the last 15 years.
?40% archiving, and 3% OA.
? 3% archiving, and 3% OA (if take away CU’s
data, i.e. 2,289 only instead of 30,002)
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Conference Papers
• Around 18,616 Conference Papers (22.1%)
– 663 FT, 4%
– 663 OA, 4% 
– Compared to 7,951 conference papers published by 
UGC faculty members in 2004/05
– Compared to 79,510 (estimated) conference papers 
published by UGC faculty in the last 15 years.
?23% archiving, and 1% OA.
? 1% archiving, and 1% OA (if take away CU’s
data, i.e. 663 instead of 18,616)
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PG Theses
• Around 16,458 PG Theses (19%)
– 13,425 FT, 82% 
– 13,425 OA, 82%
– Plus Lingnan’s 40 OA Theses out of a total of 79
– Plus BU’s selected OA Theses
= 16,500
• Each University has its own Theses Database, with most 
allowing access on campus only, but restricting remote 
access
• Compared to 1,923 Research PGs graduated in 2005/06
• Compared to 19,230 Research PGs (est.) in the past 15 
years ? 86% archiving and 70% OA
• Mandatory Policy on PG Theses
• 1 PG Thesis costs $1.239m
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About Deposit Rate
• Theses & Dissertations
– Below 15% on voluntary basis (Hajjem et al. 2005, Sale 2006)
– Rise towards 100% on mandatory policy
• Scholarly work
– A general low level of knowledge and motivation to 
use IRs (Rowlands & Nicholas 2005)
– 3.8% deposit rate after 8 months when NIH requested 
researchers to deposit their papers in PubMed 
Central (NIH Report 2006)
– 94% of authors would deposit copies of papers in an 
IR under their employers’ mandate policy (Swan & Brown 
2005)
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Cross Institutional 
Harvesting and Searching
• HKIR by HKUST (96,061 Records)
• Dissertations and Theses Collections by HKBU 
(32,642 records)
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HKIR
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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HKIR
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4. Challenges
• Technical
• Authors’ attitude & participation
• Strategies
• Promotion and education
• Policies, mandating
• Budget, Staffing
• Sustainable growth
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Technical Issues
• DSpace
– User interface and customizations 
– Statistics 
– Searching problem in Chinese 
– Finding solutions from discussion groups 
• Lack of technical support and resources
• Name authority control
• Locating full-text 
• Controlling access to those restricted records
• Making separate pages for individual scholars
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Authors’ Attitude and 
Participation
• Some authors can see the value 
• Others cannot.  They think that their personal web pages 
and published papers in journals are sufficient.  They are 
concerned that there are too many errors in preprints & 
post-prints and that will confuse people who make 
citations
• Lack of active participation from authors, only a small % 
of researchers’ publications is in IR, not their whole list.
• Publications Index type does not have this problem
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Strategies in Populating IR
• HKUST
– Link to OCGA’s submission and archive 
system
• HKU 
– Link to Registry’s Research Output System
• CU
– RTAO’s Online Publication Input System OPIS 
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Promotion and Education
• Identify individuals who are enthusiastic
• Promote IR as the repository of research
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Policies 
• No institutional policy
• No university mandate
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Mandating
• Definitely it will help.
• If it doesn’t happen, we must continue with other 
methods.
• It’s a passive means.  Making the stakeholders 
understand the values of open access concept 
may create better results.
• Encouraging and educating would be more 
effective than mandating 
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Budgets and Staffing
• No designated budget 
for most
• Ask for renewed 
budget every year 
• No additional staff
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Sustainable Growth
• Some suggested a steady growth rate in the 
past due to PG Theses, e.g. HKU adds 500 per 
year
• For other publications, difficult to keep 
sustainable growth after the first few years.
• In the long term, need a university policy 
favorable for IR deposit.
• For Publication Index type IR, they do not have 
this problem
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Successes and Problems
• Successes
– FT
– OA
– Visibility
– Overall index
• Problems
– Small number
– Accuracy of records 
– How to continue
without a policy for 
deposit
– Restricted access
– Limited coverage of the IR
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5. Future Direction
• A university policy to ensure deposit into 
the IR.  i.e. Publicizing it with university 
administrators, UGC/RGC and others.
• Have as much full-text as possible.
• Becomes the hub of faculty’s research 
• Expand the coverage, e.g. theses, faculty 
publications
• Expand OA
• Collaboration among UGC institutions
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Collaboration 
• Systems support?
• A central IR for HK scholarly work?
• A central IR for HK students’ work?
• Seek funding from Government?
• Lobby for mandatory policy?
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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6. Experience Sharing
• CityU’s Outstanding Academic Papers by 
Students (OAPS)
• Number 
– CityU – 2 depts (2006) ? 8 depts (2007)
– Partnership - 3 institutions ? 6 ? more
– Papers – over 400
• Advocacy
– VPs, Deans, Directors, Registrars, Dept 
heads, faculty, Library Liaison Officers
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Communicating 
the Benefits
•
 
Build up a spectrum of exemplary works for course use
•
 
Increase the visibility of students’
 
works
•
 
Raise the prestige of the University
•
 
Promote quality research and reward outstanding work
• Provide long-term access to our students' research 
output
• eBook publications 
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Certificate Awarding 
Ceremony
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Sharing Session
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Exhibition of OAPS Papers
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Promotion
banners
pamphlets
posters
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
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Publicity 
67
Institutional Repositories in HK: Challenges and Directions
Partners’ Annual Meeting
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Summary
• University’s research output is very valuable & expensive. 
What can we do to preserve them?
• IRs in HK have collected, preserved, disseminated:
– 84,865 items, (26% full-text, 25% OA)
• 3% journal articles of UGC research output
• 1% conference papers of UGC research output
• 86% PG theses 
• Mandatory policy is the most effective means
• Future directions
– Expand FT, OA, coverage in IRs
– Seek institutional policy
– Collaboration among JULAC institutions
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